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As we mark Karl Marx’s 200th anniversary, it is clear that the emancipation of labour from capitalist alienation and exploitation is a task that still confronts us. Marx’s concept of the worker is not limited to European white males, but includes Irish and Black super-exploited and therefore doubly revolutionary workers, as well as women of all races and nations. But, his research and his concept of revolution go further, incorporating a wide range of agrarian non-capitalist societies of his time, from India to Russia and from Algeria to the Indigenous peoples of the Americas, often emphasising their gender relations. In his last, still partially unpublished writings, he turns his gaze Eastward and Southward. In these regions outside Western Europe, he finds important revolutionary possibilities among peasants and their ancient communistic social structures, even as these are being undermined by their formal subsumption under the rule of capital. In his last published text, he envisions an alliance between these non-working-class strata and the Western European working class.

“Proletarians [Proletarier] of all countries, unite!” It is with these ringing words that Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels famously conclude their Communist Manifesto in 1848 (MECW 6: 519; MEW 4: 493, sometimes my translation). This suggests a broad class struggle involving millions of workers across national and regional boundaries against their collective enemies, capital and landed property. In that same Manifesto, Marx and Engels also write, in another well-known passage, that “the workers have no country,” and further that “national differences and antagonisms between peoples [Völker] are shrinking more and more” with the development of the capitalist world market (MECW 6: 502–03; MEW 4: 479).

An Abstract, General Theory of Capital and Labour

In the Manifesto, we are presented with large social forces, the proletariat or working class and its opponents, contending with each other on an international scale, where differences of culture, nationality, and geography have been overturned, or are being overturned, as capital is coming to rule the world and the workers are organising their resistance to it. Marx and Engels are writing here at a very high level of generality, abstracting from the specificities of the life experience of Western European and North American workers, and predicting that their lot will soon become that of the world’s working people, at that time mainly peasants labouring in predominantly agrarian societies.

It is in this sense that Marx and Engels also write that capitalism has “through its exploitation of the world market given a cosmopolitan character to production and consumption in every country.” They add: “National one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become more and more impossible” (MECW 6: 488). Capital creates a world culture alongside its world market, forcing itself into every corner of the globe. They go so far as to applaud, in terms imbued with Eurocentric condescension, how capitalism “draws even the most barbarian nations into civilisation” as it “batters down all Chinese walls” and forces these “barbarians ... to adopt the bourgeois mode of production” (MECW 6: 488). While pain is produced as old societies are destroyed, capital is carrying out its historic mission, the creation of "more massive and more colossal productive forces than have all preceding generations put together" (MECW 6: 489).

Two decades later, in the 1867 preface to Capital, Marx writes, with a similar logic emphasising abstraction, that the “value form” that is at the core of capitalist production cannot be studied only empirically with regard to specific commodities produced. He adds: “Why? Because the complete body is
easier to study than its cells.” Therefore, to analyse capitalism and its value form properly and fully, one must resort to “the power of abstraction” in order to examine commodity production as a whole (Marx 1976: 90).

There is clearly a universalising pull under capitalism, a globalising system whose extension homogenises, regularises, and flattens the world, uprooting and changing it as needed to maximise value production, a quest that forms the soul of a soulless system. That same universalising pull creates a deep contradiction, the revolutionary opposition of the modern working class, “united and organised by the very mechanism of the capitalist process of production” (Marx 1976: 929).

The experience of the working class is similarly homogenised. Shorn of its means of production (land, tools, etc) and reduced to a group of propertyless wage labourers, prototypically in giant factories, Marx's working class is both alienated and exploited in ways specific to capitalism. As early as 1844 Manuscripts, he wrote of alienated labour, a concept deepened in Capital in the section of commodity fetishism. In the capitalist production process, human relations are fetishised because the products of labour come to dominate their producers, the workers, in a jarring subject–object reversal. These workers then experience that domination as the impersonal power of capital, which is itself produced by their labour. Capital lords it over them, turning human relations into “relations between things,” with the working class objectified to the extreme (Marx 1976: 166).

Raya Dunayevskaya is among the few to emphasise Marx's additional statement to the effect that these relations “appear erscheinen as what they are” (Marx 1976: 166; mew 23: 86; Marx 1994: 607). The German verb erscheinen [like the word apparissent he uses at this point in the French edition] is not a false or “mere” appearance and it differs from scheinen [French: paraissent], which means “appear” in the sense of semblance or even false appearance. Thus, we are not dealing with a false appearance that conceals “true” and humanistic human relations, but a new and unprecedented reality based upon “the necessity of that appearance because, that is, in truth, what relations among people are at the point of production” in a capitalist system (Dunayevskaya 1958: 100, emphasis in the original). In the long run, of course, such a thing-like human relationship is false in the sense that it will be rejected and uprooted by the working class, which seeks a society controlled not by capital but by free and associated labour. But, it remains utterly real while we are under the sway of the capitalist mode of production.

At the same time, the workers suffer harsh material exploitation, as the surplus value they create in the production process is appropriated by capital, in a system characterised by the greatest gulf in history between the material lot of the dominant classes and those of the working people. This exploitation grows in both absolute and relative terms as capital centralises and develops further technologically, in the process of the greatest quantitative increase in the development of the productive forces in human history (Marx 1976: 929).

Marx pulls together these two concepts, exploitation and alienation, in his discussion of capital accumulation, wherein the “capitalist system” turns the labour of the workers into stultifying “torment,” serving to “alienate” from the workers “the intellectual potentialities of the labor process,” while at the same time, the rate of exploitation increases: “the situation of the worker, be his payment high or low, must grow worse” relative to the vertiginous accumulation of surplus value by capital (Marx 1976: 799).

**Marx's Concrete Dialectic**

The kind of analysis presented above shows Marx as our contemporary, not least his grasp of the limitless quest for surplus value by capital, and the concomitant deep alienation and exploitation that it visits upon the working people, from factories to modern call centres.

At the same time, these kinds of statements, especially when read out of context, have been used for decades by Marx's critics, both conservative and left-wing, to portray him as a thinker whose abstract model of capital and labour occludes national differences, race, ethnicity, gender, and other crucially important aspects of human society and culture.

On the one hand, these critics are wrong because capitalism is in fact a unique social system that overturns and homogenises all previous social relations, tending towards the reduction of all human relations to that of capital versus labour. Thus, one cannot understand contemporary family and gender relations, ethnoroacial and communal conflict, or ecological crisis fully without examining the underlying relationships described above. For the family, the ethnic tableau, and the natural environment are all conditioned by the underlying fact of a capitalist mode of production.

But, on the other hand, these critics pose questions that make us look more carefully at Marx's theoretical categories. It is very important in this regard to realise, if one truly wants to appreciate Marx's originality, that his concept of capital and labour was posed not only at a high level of abstraction, but that, at other levels, it encompasses a far wider variety of human experience and culture. As Bertell Ollman (1993) has emphasised, Marx operated at varying levels of abstraction.

The present article centres on three related points. First, Marx's working class was not only Western European, white, and male, since from his earliest to his latest writings, he took up the working class in all its human variety.

Second, Marx was not an economic or class reductionist, for throughout his career, he considered deeply various forms of oppression and resistance to capital and the state that were not based entirely upon class, but also upon nationality, race and ethnicity, and gender.

Third, by the time of Marx's later writings, long after the Communist Manifesto, the Western European pathway of industrial capitalist development out of feudalism was no longer a global universal. Alternate pathways of development were indeed possible, and these connected to types of revolutions that did not always fit the model of industrial labour overthrowing capital.

In terms of a concrete dialectic, Marx follows in the wake of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. This is true from his earliest
EMPHASISED IN TWO RECENT STUDIES (HUDIS 2012; CHATTOPADHYAY 2016). BUT, THIS IS NOT MERELY AN IMAGINED REPUBLIC, AS NICCOLÒ MACHIABELLI CHARACTERISED THE ABSTRACT AND SCHEMATIC MODELS OF THE GOOD SOCIETY FOUND IN ANCIENT GRECO-ROMAN THINKERS LIKE SOCRATES. MARX’S VISION OF THE FUTURE WAS BASED UPON THE ASPIRATIONS AND STRUGGLES OF A REALLY EXISTING SOCIAL CLASS, THE PROLETARIAT, TO WHICH HIS WRITINGS Sought TO GIVE A MORE UNIVERSAL AND CONCRETE FORM.

THE WORKING CLASS IN ALL ITS HUMAN VARIETY

FROM THE OUTSET, MARX SAW BRITAIN AS THE COUNTRY WHERE THE CAPITALIST MODE OF PRODUCTION WAS MOST DEVELOPED, FAR AHEAD OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY. THIS CAN BE SEEN ESPECIALLY IN CAPITAL, WHERE BRITISH EXAMPLES OF BOTH CAPITAL AND LABOUR PREDOMINATE. BUT, THE BRITISH WORKING CLASS WAS BY NO MEANS HOMOGENEOUS. AS THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION SURGED IN MANCHESTER, THE CUTTING-EDGE CITY OF 19TH-CENTURY CAPITALISM, IT DID SO BY EXPLOITING A WORKING CLASS WITH DEEP ETHNIC DIVISIONS BETWEEN ENGLISH AND IRISH WORKERS. ENGELS DISCUSSES THIS ISSUE AT LENGTH IN HIS 1845 BOOK, THE CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASS IN ENGLAND, PUBLISHED JUST AFTER HE AND MARX BEGAN TO COLLABORATE. MARX REGARDED THIS BOOK AS ONE OF ENGELS’S GREATEST CONTRIBUTIONS, CITING IT MORE THAN ANY OTHER OF HIS FRIEND’S WRITINGS IN CAPITAL.

MARX HIMSELF TOOK UP THE IRISH POTATO FAMINE OF THE 1840S AS A TRAGEDY ROOTED IN THE PROCESS OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION, ESPECIALLY IN CAPITAL. HE WROTE AS WELL ABOUT IRISH WORKERS IN BRITAIN, ESPECIALLY IN 1869–70, AT A TIME WHEN THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL WAS SUBSTANTIALLY ENGAGED WITH SUPPORTING IRISH REVOLUTIONARIES. WHILE HE WAS ABLE TO CONVINCE THE INTERNATIONAL TO SUPPORT THE IRISH, IT WAS A DIFFICULT BATTLE. AT THE SAME TIME, THIS WAS A BATTLE THAT NEEDED TO BE Fought AND WON, BECAUSE IT GOT TO THE HEART OF WHY, DESPITE ITS LARGE-SCALE INDUSTRIALISATION AND ORGANISED WORKING CLASS, BRITAIN HAD NOT SEEN THE LEVEL OF CLASS STRUGGLE PREDICTED IN TEXTS WRITTEN AT AN ABSTRACT LEVEL LIKE THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO.

MARX HIMSELF TOOK UP THE IRISH POTATO FAMINE OF THE 1840S AS A TRAGEDY ROOTED IN THE PROCESS OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION, ESPECIALLY IN CAPITAL. HE WROTE AS WELL ABOUT IRISH WORKERS IN BRITAIN, ESPECIALLY IN 1869–70, AT A TIME WHEN THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL WAS SUBSTANTIALLY ENGAGED WITH SUPPORTING IRISH REVOLUTIONARIES. WHILE HE WAS ABLE TO CONVINCE THE INTERNATIONAL TO SUPPORT THE IRISH, IT WAS A DIFFICULT BATTLE. AT THE SAME TIME, THIS WAS A BATTLE THAT NEEDED TO BE Fought AND WON, BECAUSE IT GOT TO THE HEART OF WHY, DESPITE ITS LARGE-SCALE INDUSTRIALISATION AND ORGANISED WORKING CLASS, BRITAIN HAD NOT SEEN THE LEVEL OF CLASS STRUGGLE PREDICTED IN TEXTS WRITTEN AT AN ABSTRACT LEVEL LIKE THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO.

[THE] THE ENGLISH BOURGEOISIE HAS NOT ONLY EXPLOITED IRISH POVERTY TO KEEP DOWN THE WORKING CLASS IN ENGLAND BY FORCED IMMIGRATION OF POOR IRISHMEN, BUT IT HAS ALSO DIVIDED THE PROLETARIAT INTO TWO HOSTILE CAMPS...


MARX ALSO SAW THIS ANTAGONISM BASED UPON THE DOUBLE OPPRESSION OF THE IRISH WORKERS, AS BOTH PROLETARIANS AND AS MEMBERS OF AN OPPRESSED MINORITY IN DIALECTICAL TERMS. HE VIEWED THE IRISH AS SOURCES OF REVOLUTIONARY FERMENT THAT COULD HELP SPARK A BRITISH REVOLUTION. THEREFORE, THE MATERIALS OF A REVOLUTIONARY WORKING CLASS AT A SPECIFIC POINT IN TIME, BRITAIN IN 1870, AS OPPOSED TO THE MORE GENERAL AND ABSTRACT MANNER IN WHICH HE AND ENGELS CONCEPTUALISED THE WORKING CLASS IN THE MANIFESTO.

MARX VIEWED THE RACIALLY DIVIDED WORKING CLASS OF THE UNITED STATES (US) IN SIMILAR TERMS. HE STRONGLY OPPOSED SLAVERY AND ADVOCATED ABOLITIONISM WITHIN THE WORKING-CLASS MOVEMENT,
attacking those like Pierre Joseph Proudhon who were more ambiguous on the subject of slavery.

He conceptualised African slavery as central to capitalist development, writing as early as *Poverty of Philosophy* (1847):

> Direct slavery is just as much the pivot of bourgeois industry as machinery, credits, etc. Without slavery you have no cotton; without cotton you have no modern industry. It is slavery that gave the colonies their value; it is the colonies that created world trade, and it is world trade that is the precondition of large-scale industry. (MECW 6: 167)

During the 1861–65 Civil War in the US, Marx strongly, albeit critically, supported the North against the slave South. He regarded the war as a second American revolution that had created some real possibilities for the working class. He intoned in *Capital*:

> In the us, every independent workers' movement was paralysed as long as slavery disfigured a part of the republic. Labor in a white skin cannot emancipate itself where it is branded in a black skin. However, a new life immediately arose from the death of slavery. The first fruit of the American Civil War was the eight hours agitation, which ran from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from New England to California, with the seven-league boots of a locomotive. (Marx 1976: 414, emphasis added)

At this point, he noted that a large national labour congress took place in 1866, one year after the end of the Civil War, where the demand for the eight-hour day was put forward.

Here, the abolition of slavery is seen as the precondition for a real working-class movement in the racialised capitalism of the us.

If Marx's working class was not exclusively white, nor was it exclusively male. In her study of Marx and gender, Heather Brown concludes that in the parts of *Capital* devoted to the life experience of the workers, “Marx not only traces out the changing conditions of the male worker, but also gives significant emphasis to the role of women in this process.” While he sometimes lapsed into “echoing paternalistic or patriarchal assumptions” in his descriptions of female workers, it is hard to argue, as some have, that he ignored working women in his most important book (Brown 2012: 91).

This can also be seen in his dialectical discussion of changes to the family and gender relations brought about by capitalist industrialisation, which has “dissolved the old family relationships” among the workers, as women and children were forced into horribly exploitative paid employment outside the home:

> However terrible and disgusting the dissolution of the old family ties within the capitalist system may appear, large-scale industry, byassigning an important part in socially organised processes of production, outside the sphere of the domestic economy, to women, young persons, and children of both sexes, does nevertheless create a new economic foundation for a higher form of the family and of relations between the sexes. (Marx 1976: 620–21)

Marx returned to gender and the family as a research topic at the end of his life, as seen in his *Ethnological Notebooks* of 1880–82 (Krader 1974) and other notebooks from that period. In these notebooks, he explored gender relations across a number of societies, from preliterate Native Americans and Homeric Greeks, to precollonial Ireland and contemporary Australian aborigines. Some of these notes became the basis for Engels's *Origin of the Family*. Although that work contains many important insights, it treats the rise of gender oppression in an economic and class reductionist manner that was far less subtle than the notes Marx left behind and which Engels used as source material (Dunayevskaya 1982; Anderson 2014; Brown 2012). These notebooks are also concerned deeply with colonialism, an issue discussed below with which Engels did not engage.

### Revolutionary Subjectivity Outside the Working Class

It is important to note that Marx's interest in gender issues was not limited to the study of working class women. From his earliest writings, he pointed to gender oppression as a crucial, foundational form of social hierarchy and domination. In the *1844 Manuscripts*, he wrote:

> The direct, natural, necessary relationship of human being [Mensch] to human being is the relationship of man [Mann] to woman [Weib]. ... Therefore, on the basis of this relationship, we can judge the whole stage of development of the human being. From the character of this relationship it follows to what degree the human being has become and recognised himself or herself as a species being; a human being; the relationship of man to woman is the most natural relationship of human being to human being. Therefore, in it is revealed the degree to which the natural behaviour of the human being has become human. (qtd in Plaut and Anderson 1999: 6, emphasis in original; see also MECW 3: 295–96 for an earlier translation)

Here, Marx is concerned not only with working-class women, as discussed above, but with other strata of women as well, and across the full trajectory of human society and culture, not just capitalism. He takes up the oppression of modern women outside the working class in his 1846 text, “Peuchet on Suicide,” where he focuses on middle- and upper-class French women driven to suicide by gender-based oppression from husbands or parents, writing at one point of “social conditions ... which permit the jealous husband to fetter his wife in chains, like a miser with his hoard of gold, for she is but part of his inventory” (Plaut and Anderson 1990: 88). These concerns did not end with Marx's youth. In 1858, he wrote movingly in the *New York Tribune* about Lady Rosina Bulwer Lytton, who had been confined to a mental institution by her politician husband for having attempted to speak out on political issues (Dunayevskaya 1982; Brown 2012).

Nor did Marx focus on the industrial working class to the exclusion of the peasantry, which he saw as an oppressed and potentially revolutionary class. Considerable attention has been paid to his characterisation of the French peasantry as somewhat conservative in the *Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte* (1852). In other contexts, though, he discussed the revolutionary potential of peasants, for example, during the 16th-century Anabaptist uprising in Germany. Concerning his own time, in the *Critique of the Gotha Programme* (1875), he castigated Ferdinand Lassalle for labelling the “peasants” as inherently conservative, since Lassalle's organisation had written off “all other classes” besides the working class as “one reactionary mass” (MECW 24: 88–89).

And, while condemning racist and imperialist forms of nationalism, Marx also strongly supported nationalist movements
that exhibited a clear emancipatory content. Long before Vladimir Ilich Lenin articulated a concept of national liberation, in an 1848 speech on Poland, Marx drew a distinction between what he termed “narrowly national [étroitement national]” movements and national revolutions that were “reforming and democratic,” that is, ones that put forth issues like land reform even when it targeted the indigenous upper classes rather than just a foreign enemy or occupying power (Marx 1994: 1001, my translation from the French original; see also MECW 6: 549).

Even in the Communist Manifesto, where, as discussed above, he and Engels had written that national differences were disappearing, this was at a general, abstract level. For, when it came down to concretising the principles in terms of a set of immediate goals and slogans in a final section, “Position of the Communists in Relation to the Existing Opposition Parties,” Polish national emancipation from under Russian, Austrian, and Prussian occupation was nonetheless singled out: “In Poland, they support the party that insists on an agrarian revolution as the prime condition for national emancipation, that party which fomented the insurrection of Cracow in 1846” (MECW 6: 518). Marx continued to support a Polish national revolution until the end of his life. He greeted the Polish uprising of 1863 with enthusiasm and in his writings celebrating the Paris Commune of 1871; he singled out the important contribution of Polish exiles in the military defence of revolutionary Paris. Fittingly, in Père Lachaise cemetery in Paris, the graves of the Communards include that of Polish General Walery Wróblewski, only steps away from those of Marx’s French descendants.

In the 1870 Confidential Communication on Ireland, the peasantry and the national movement were also intertwined as revolutionary elements. An equally prominent point in this text is Marx’s defence of the International’s public support of Irish national emancipation, including appeals to the Queen to stop the execution of Irish militants. On this issue, Marx and the International’s General Council in London had come under attack by the anarchist Mikhail Bakunin’s faction, which took a class-reductionist position, rejecting “any political action that does not have as its immediate and direct aim the triumph of the workers’ cause against capital” (qtd in MECW 21: 208). In response, Marx wrote in the Communication:

In the first place, Ireland is the bulwark of English landlordism. If it fell in Ireland, it would fall in England. In Ireland this is a hundred times easier because the economic struggle there is concentrated exclusively on landed property, because this struggle is at the same time national, and because the people there are more revolutionary and angrier than in England. Landlordism in Ireland is maintained solely by the English army. The moment the forced Union between the two countries ends, a social revolution will immediately break out in Ireland. (MECW 21: 119–120, translation slightly altered on basis of French original in Marx 1966: 358–59)

Moreover, he hinted that such a process could also break the impasse in which British workers were stuck:

Although revolutionary initiative will probably come from France, England alone can serve as the lever for a serious economic Revolution ... It is the only country where the vast majority of the population consists of wage laborers ... The English have all the material conditions [matière nécessaire] for social revolution. What they lack is a sense of generalisation and revolutionary passion. It is only the General Council that can provide them with this, that can thus accelerate the truly revolutionary movement in this country, and consequently everywhere ... If England is the bulwark of landlordism and European capitalism, the only point where official England can be struck a great blow is Ireland. (MECW 21: 118–19, translation slightly altered on basis of French original in Marx 1966: 356–57)

He conceptualised more explicitly this notion of the Irish struggle for independence as a detonator for a wider British and European working-class revolution in a letter to Engels of 10 December 1869:

For a long time I believed that it would be possible to overthrow the Irish regime by English working-class ascendancy. I always expressed this point of view in the New York Tribune. Deeper study has now convinced me of the opposite. The English working class will never accomplish anything before it has got rid of Ireland. The levers must be applied in Ireland. That is why the Irish question is so important for the social movement in general. (MECW 43: 396, emphasis in original)

Here, Marx also acknowledges explicitly a change of position, from an earlier one, where he saw proletarian revolution spreading from the core industrial nations to the periphery. At this point, he is beginning to develop the notion of a transnational communist revolution beginning in the more agrarian, colonised peripheries of capitalism, and then spreading into the core nations. During the last years before his death in 1883, this was to become a major concern with respect to societies outside Western Europe and North America.

Late Marx: India, Russia, and Beyond

In The German Ideology of 1846, Marx and Engels conceptualised several successive stages of historical development in Eurocentric terms, later called modes of production: (i) clan or tribal, (ii) slave-based ancient Greco–Roman, (iii) serf-based feudal, (iv) formally free wage-labour-based bourgeois or capitalist, and, it was implied, (v) freely-associated-labour-based socialist. A decade later, in the Grundrisse of 1857–58, Marx discussed modes of production originating in Asia, especially India (the “Asiatic” mode of production) as a type of pre-capitalist system that did not fall easily under either (ii) or (iii). It represented something qualitatively different, without as much formal slavery, and with communal or collective property and social relations continuing in the villages for a very long time.

For Marx, this constituted a more global and multilinear theory of history, with premodern Asian societies on a somewhat different pathway of development than Western Europe, especially ancient Rome. In Capital, Vol 1, he referred to “the ancient Asiatic, Classical-antique, and other such modes of production,” where commodity production “plays a subordinate role” as compared to the modern capitalist mode of production (Marx 1976: 172). Marx’s distinction between Asian and European pre-capitalist societies was banned in Stalinist ideology, which clung to the slavery–feudal–bourgeois model of successive modes of production, something that required mental gymnastics to fit societies like Mughal India or Confucian China into the “feudal” or “slave” modes of production. Even as late as the 1970s, the noted anthropologist and Marx scholar Norair Ter-Akopian was dismissed from
the Marx–Engels–Lenin Institute in Moscow for having published a book on the Asiatic mode of production.

In notes from his last years not published until after Stalin’s death, Marx summarised and commented upon his young anthropologist friend Maxim Kovalevsky’s *Communal Property* (1879), especially its treatment of precolonial India. Although appreciative of much of Kovalevsky’s analysis, Marx inveighed against his attempts to treat Mughal India, with its highly centralised state system, as feudal: “Kovalevsky here finds feudalism in the Western European sense. Kovalevsky forgets, among other things, serfdom, which is not in India, and which is an essential moment.” Marx concludes that concerning “feudalism,” “as little is found in India as in Rome” (Krader 1975: 383). These notes, available in English since 1975, did not find their way into the *Collected Works* of Marx and Engels. Nor can any of the notes on Kovalevsky or other late texts on India be found in the most recent collection of Marx’s India writings (Husain 2006). However, Irfan Habib’s comprehensive introduction to this volume does mention briefly the late Marx’s notebooks on India his “objection to any designation of the Indian communities as ‘feudal’” (Husain 2006: xxv).

All this would be only an academic topic had Marx not tied these issues to the contemporary issues of colonialism and world revolution. In the years 1848–53, Marx tended toward an implicit support of colonialism, whether in forcing a traditionalist China into the world market, as quoted above from the *Communist Manifesto*, or in his 1853 articles on India, which celebrated what he saw as modernising and progressive aspects of British rule. In 1853, he portrays India as backward in socioeconomic terms, incapable of real change from within, and unable to mount serious resistance to foreign invasion due to its social divisions. Therefore, he could write that year in his *Tribune* article, “British Rule in India,” that British colonialism was carrying in its wake “the greatest, and to speak the truth, the only social revolution ever heard of in Asia” (*MECW* 12: 132). To be sure, Edward Said and others have caricatured his 1853 India articles as completely pro-colonialist, ignoring another major one a few weeks later, “The Future Results of British Rule in India,” which attacks the “barbarism” of British colonialism and applauds the possibility of India being able one day “to throw off the English yoke altogether” (*MECW* 12: 221). Nonetheless, some of Said’s criticisms are on target with regard to the Eurocentrism and ethnocentrism of the 1853 writings.

By the time of the *Grundrisse* of 1857–58, with its discussion of precolonial India being on a different historical trajectory than ancient Rome, Marx was also coming out publicly, again in the *Tribune*, in support of both the anti-British sepoy uprising in India and Chinese resistance to the British in the Second Opium War. But, his support for this anti-colonial resistance remained at a rather general level. Marx did not embrace the overall political aims or perspectives of the Chinese or Indians resisting imperialism, which seemed to be neither democratic nor communist (Benner 2018). This differs from his late writings on Russia, which saw emancipatory communist movements emerging from that country’s communal villages. Thus, Marx’s thinking on these issues seems to have evolved further after 1858.

### Multilinear Pathways of Development and Revolution

During his last years, Marx never finished Volumes 2 and 3 of *Capital*, although he reworked Vol 1 painstakingly for the French edition of 1872–75, altering several passages that were seen to imply that societies outside the narrow band of industrialising capitalism would inevitably have to modernise in the Western industrial sense. In the original 1867 edition, he had written: “The country that is more developed industrially only shows, to the less developed, the image of its own future” (Marx 1976: 91). Even the usually careful scholar Teodor Shanin viewed this passage as an example of “unilinear determinism” (Shanin 1983: 4). He, therefore, drew a sharp distinction between *Capital* (determinist) and Marx’s late writings on Russia (open-ended and multilinear). But, Shanin and other scholars who taxed Marx for this passage did not notice that in the subsequent 1872–75 French edition, the last version of the book he himself saw to publication, he recast this passage: “The country that is more developed industrially only shows, to those that follow it up the industrial ladder [le suivent sur l’échelle industrielle], the image of its own future” (Marx 1976: 91, my translation, see also Anderson 2014). In this way, he removed any hint of unilinear determinism and, more importantly, suggested that the future of societies outside Western Europe might follow a different pathway.

Marx made a much more explicit statement concerning his multilinear approach to the historical possibilities of agrarian societies outside Western Europe in the draft of an 1877 letter, where he criticised strongly any idea of “transforming my historical sketch [in the “Primitive Accumulation” section of *Capital—*KA] of the genesis of capitalism in Western Europe into a historico-philosophical theory of the general course fatally imposed on all peoples, whatever the historical circumstances in which they find themselves placed,” a letter in which he also quoted the French edition of *Capital* (Shanin 1983: 136).

Marx also returned at length to the subject of India in his above-cited 1879 notes on Kovalevsky (Krader 1975), his *Notes on Indian History* (1966), and his 1880–82 *Ethnological Notebooks* (Krader 1974). During these last years, he wrote of Russian peasant “primitive communism” as a locus of resistance to capital and of possible linkages to the revolutionary working-class communist movement in the West. This is seen in a famous passage from his last published text, the 1882 preface he and Engels contributed to a new Russian edition of the *Communist Manifesto*:

If the Russian revolution becomes the signal for a proletarian revolution in the West, so that the two complement each other, then the present Russian common ownership [Gemeneigentum] may serve as the point of departure [Ausgangspunkt] for a communist development. (Shanin 1983: 139, see also *MECW* 24: 426 and *MEW* 39: 296, translation slightly altered)

In his late writings on Russia and notebooks on South Asia, North Africa, Latin America, and a number of other agrarian, pastoral, or hunter-gatherer societies, Marx is deeply concerned with the rise of gender and social hierarchy during the decline of communal social formations. (Some of these notebooks are still unpublished and will appear in the *Marx–Engels Gesamtausgabe* or *MEGA*, but their aspects have been discussed in Brown 2012; Pradella 2015 and Anderson 2016.) It is also very likely that he
was interested in South Asian, North African, Latin American villages, like the Russian ones, as possible loci of resistance to capital and therefore potential allies of the working classes of Western Europe and North America.

For example, in Marx's notes on Kovalevsky's lengthy discussion of India, he traces in great detail the shift from kin-based communal village organisation to one grounded more in mere residency. At this stage, he has clearly rejected his earlier notion of an unchanging India until the arrival of capitalism via the British. However, as against his writings on Ireland, he never acknowledges this change explicitly, as in his 1869 letter to Engels on Ireland cited above. (Of course, we have less information on Marx's thinking in his last years. By 1879, Engels, his most regular intellectual interlocutor, was no longer in faraway Manchester receiving Marx's letters, but a neighbour who visited almost daily but without leaving much of paper trail of their conversations. Marx's letters to Kovalevsky were also burned by his friends in Russia, who went to his house to do so, out of fear of them falling into the hands of the police, which could have endangered the young anthropologist.)

As seen above, as early as the 1857 sepoy uprising, Marx seems to have moved away from his earlier notion of India as a passive civilisation that did not offer much resistance to foreign conquest. He recorded detailed data on Indian resistance in another set of notes taken around 1879, on British colonial official Robert Sewell's *Analytical History of India* (1870), published in Moscow as Marx's *Notes on Indian History* (1960) without awareness that this volume consisted mainly of passages excerpted from Sewell's book. In these notes, Marx records dozens of examples of Indian resistance to foreign invaders and domestic rulers, from the earliest historical records right up through the sepoy uprising. Moreover, Marx's notes now view Mughal, British, and other conquests of India as contingent rather than the product of ineluctable social forces.

But, Marx's main focus in these late notebooks on South Asia, North Africa, and Latin America is the structure and history of communal social relations and property in these regions, and on how colonialism uprooted these earlier social relations. At the same time, as a dialectical thinker, Marx also notes the persistence of remnants of these communal social forms even after they had been greatly undermined by colonialism. Did he come to believe that the Indian, Algerian, or Latin American village could become a locus of resistance to capital, as he had theorised in 1882 concerning the Russian village? That is what I have concluded after years of study of these notebooks.

To be sure, he never said such a thing explicitly. Moreover, in his late writings on Russia, in the drafts of his 1881 letter to Vera Zasulich, he even noted a key difference with India, that Russia had not "fallen prey, like the East Indies, to a conquering foreign power" (Shanin 1983: 106).

Still, I find it hard to believe that Marx engaged in such a deep and extended study of the communal social formations in precolonial and even colonial South Asia, North Africa, and Latin America without an aim beyond purely historical research. As the Italian Marx scholar Luca Basso notes, Marx was in his late writings on Russia and other non-Western societies, operating on "two planes," that of "historical-theoretical interpretation" and that of "the feasibility or otherwise of a revolutionary movement" in the context of what he was studying (Basso 2015: 90). The fact that he undertook this research in the years just before his clarion call in the 1882 preface to the *Manifesto* about an uprising in Russia's communal villages that would link up with the Western proletariat as the "starting point for a communist revolution" suggests the connectedness of all of this research on primitive communism. As Dunayevskaya argued in the first work that linked these notebooks to modern concerns with revolution and women's liberation: "Marx returns to probe the origin of humanity, not for purposes of discovering new origins, but for perceiving new revolutionary forces, their reason" (Dunayevskaya 1982: 187).

As we view Marx on his 200th anniversary, it is important to see both his brilliant generalisations about capitalist society and the very concrete ways in which he examined not only class, but also gender, race, and colonialism, and what today would be called the intersectionality of all of these. His underlying revolutionary humanism was the enemy of all forms of abstraction that denied the variety and multiplicity of human experience, especially as his vision extended outward from Western Europe. For these reasons, no thinker speaks to us today with such force and clarity.
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